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“The purest treasure mortal times
afford is spotless reputation”
Richard II, (I,i,177-8)
Lawyers who litigate disputes before
their national courts typically operate
under clearly defined rules governing
acceptable ethical conduct. Often the
relevant domestic regulator sets out
these rules in codes of conduct, which
can be very detailed. For counsel in
international arbitration, the situation
is less straightforward, as it may not
be clear which ethical rules apply.
Identifying which rules govern his or
her conduct is frequently a complex
and challenging task.
Even when the seat of the arbitration
is outside the lawyer’s home jurisdiction, the relevant conduct rules of
his or her home bar often continue to
govern that lawyer’s conduct. This
alone can cause problems, as it is
not unusual for arbitration specialists to be qualified in a number of
jurisdictions, and determining which
‘home jurisdiction’ conduct rules
apply, or how to resolve any conflicts
between then, can require considerable analysis.
This article considers the extent to
which this problem affects the practice of international arbitration, looks
at two recent initiatives, which provide approaches to dealing with
ethical conduct, and concludes by
suggesting that a somewhat different
approach should be considered.

A lawyer acting as counsel in an arbitration taking place outside his or her
home jurisdiction may also be subject to the conduct rules of the seat
of the arbitration. Professor Catherine
Rogers observes that “[o]ne of the
premier accomplishments of the
New York Convention was to liberate arbitral proceedings from most
local law.”1 This is undoubtedly correct, with the notable exception of
national laws governing the conduct
of arbitration, but Professor Rogers’
observation may have no application
in circumstances where an obligation
to adhere to local rules of conduct
is imposed by the lawyer’s home
jurisdiction. In the case of European
lawyers, both EU Directive 98/5/EC2
and the Code of Conduct for European
Lawyers produced by the Council of
Bar and Law Societies of Europe
impose a requirement to adhere to the
conduct rules of the seat of any arbitration within the European Union.3
A similar approach is taken in those
U.S. states which have adopted the
American Bar Association’s Model
Rules of Professional Conduct.4
It is a confusing and wholly unsatisfactory situation when a lawyer needs
to be concerned with potentially
competing and contradictory ethical
regulations when conducting an international arbitration. The adoption of
a clearer regulatory framework has
been debated for decades,5 and many
prominent members of the arbitration community have grown uneasy
with this status quo. This is evident
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La réglementation de la conduite des avocats dans l’arbitrage
international fait l’objet d’un vif
débat. Les praticiens ont exprimé
leur préoccupation à l’égard
des obligations déontologiques
souvent imprécises, voire contradictoires, régissant la conduite
des avocats dans le cadre d’un
arbitrage international. Non seulement l’imprécision de ces règles
augmente-t-elle le risque d’y contrevenir par inadvertance, mais
elle peut avantager les praticiens
prêts à exploiter cette incertitude
en employant des « tactiques de
guérilla ». Cependant, certains
praticiens craignent par ailleurs
que l’introduction d’une réglementation additionnelle contribue
à accroître inutilement la complexité d’un domaine où la clarté fait
déjà cruellement défaut. L’article
qui suit examine la mesure dans
laquelle les préoccupations à
l’égard de la situation actuelle sont
justifiées, et les mesures qui, le cas
échéant, devraient être prises pour
s’assurer que le risque de conduite contraire à la déontologie ne
mine pas la viabilité de l’arbitrage
comme méthode prééminente de
règlement des différends internationaux. Les auteurs évaluent les
tentatives précédentes de régler
ce problème, et concluent sur une
nouvelle solution : soumettre la
conduite des avocats à la législation du pays où a lieu l’arbitrage.
*Jane Wessel est associée et
membre du groupe Litige chez
5
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from the increasing prevalence in
recent years of calls for the introduction of more formal or binding codes
of conduct – setting out in one place
the ethical obligations of counsel in
international arbitration.6
In 2014, the Institute for Regulation
and Ethics (“IRE”) was founded
by Queen Mary’s College of the
University of London with a view to
improving ethical practices and regulation across all areas of commercial
law, including international arbitration. The IRE’s inaugural conference
in September 2014 was a timely
intervention in the debate, providing
practitioners, academics and others with a forum for examining the
utility and desirability of introducing a more robust ethical framework
for international arbitration. There
was also considerable debate about
recent proposals for tackling the
status quo: the IBA Guidelines on
Party Representation in International
Arbitration (“IBA Guidelines”),
which were published in 2013, and
the London Court of International
Arbitration’s 2014 Arbitration Rules
(“LCIA Rules”).7
At the conference, Gary Born argued
that the once laxly regulated sphere
of counsel’s conduct in international arbitration can no longer be
described as an “ethical no man’s
land.”8 Instead, he posited, the current framework with competing rules,
regulations, and guidelines – the
application and interplay of which
are not always clear, but are unlikely
to be without conflict – is more akin
to a “teenager’s bedroom.”9 Yet he
appeared unpersuaded by the current
IBA and LCIA attempts to resolve
this problem, cautioning that the
proposed “cure” of the adoption of
further regulation may be worse than
the “disease” it is supposed to treat.10
6

Mr. Born expressed the concern that
adding additional regulations may
stifle the practice of international
arbitration. Further regulation, he
suggested, runs the risk of creating
challenges to final awards on the
basis of alleged breaches of ethical conduct as a pretext to resisting
enforcement.
One possible solution, which we
discuss further below, would be for
individual regulators to agree that the
law of the seat should take precedence
in terms of applicable ethical regulation in any circumstances where there
may be a conflict between different
potentially applicable rules. We are
conscious, though, that there may
be some resistance to this approach,
especially where it is considered that
the ethical standards of the seat are
appreciably lower than international
best practice.
This issue is currently the focus
of considerable debate within the
international arbitration community. International arbitration was
consciously established as a dispute
resolution forum outside national
court systems and therefore to some
extent beyond the reach of the ethical standards that are an intrinsic part
of the national litigation process.
Consequently, the ethical standards
applicable to litigation were not
necessarily applicable to international arbitration, save only for those
imposed on lawyers by their home
state regulatory bodies. Inevitably,
therefore, arbitration counsel’s
conduct was informed by their preconceptions of such standards in their
home jurisdictions, in whose traditions they had been educated, and in
which they practice.11
For many years the vast majority of the international arbitration
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community was concerned with
limited types of disputes and businesses, based predominantly in
North America and Europe. It naturally followed that parties’ counsel
were drawn from these jurisdictions.
With a relatively homogenous group,
ethical conduct could conceivably be
regulated by a mutually recognised,
although unspoken, code between
opposing counsel.
It remains true that counsel from the
United States, the United Kingdom
and continental Europe continue
to dominate in terms of number of
instructions in major international
arbitrations, both commercial and
investor-state. However, even within
these jurisdictions, there is a range
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of attitudes towards ethical conduct.
Prescient commentators have noted
that, with the major economic centres continuing to shift from these
locations to South America, Africa,
and Asia, it is only a matter of time
before key arbitration centres, as well
as counsel appointments, also shift.12
As this shift gathers pace, there will
likely be an even broader range of
ethical attitudes brought to bear by
arbitration counsel based on their
own national norms.
Given that transition, the lack of
uniform, binding ethical standards
is becoming problematic, at least in
theory, as parties’ counsel are drawn
from an increasing number of jurisdictions, and are bringing with them
disparate notions of what constitutes
ethical conduct. Of course, most
counsel who participate regularly
in arbitral proceedings are likely
to share broadly similar notions of
appropriate ethical conduct. Few, if
any, reputable practitioners would
argue that notions of honesty, integrity and fairness should not inform
conduct in international arbitration.
However, while these may seem of
near-universal application, counsel
inevitably have different ideas of how
these ethical principles should apply
in practice.
As a starting point, practitioners will
view even these high-level concepts
through very different cultural lenses.
For many advocates, the framework
of their home jurisdiction prescribes
a primary obligation to the court;13 for
others, this obligation will be secondary to their duty to the client.14 For
yet others, there may be no obligation
to the court at all.
This can result in vastly differing
approaches, even where agreement
on high-level standards can be

reached. So a practitioner whose
home jurisdiction prescribes that
an advocate’s primary duty is to the
court could reasonably be assumed to
be more likely to insist on the production of a harmful document than
one with only a secondary or no duty
to the court.15 And yet, regardless of
the lens through which they view
their obligations, surely in adhering
to the ethical standards of their own
jurisdictions, all of these practitioners
would consider they were acting honestly, and with integrity.
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stone unturned, of by concealing
relevant documents within large
volumes of other documents,

•

Delaying tactics,

•

Creating conflicts by changing
counsel during the course of the
arbitration,

•

Frivolous challenges to
arbitrators,

•

Last minute surprises, including
introducing new arguments, documents or witnesses on the eve of
the hearing,

Broadly, two concerns emerge from
the present situation: the use of
“guerrilla tactics” and the absence
of a level playing field for counsel
appearing before tribunals in international arbitration.

•

Using court procedures inappropriately to challenge arbitration
proceedings,

•

Ex parte communications with
arbitrators,

•

Witness intimidation,

The Use of “Guerrilla Tactics” and
an Uneven Playing Field

•

Lack of respect towards the tribunal or opposing counsel, and

•

Frustrating the orderly conduct
of the hearing, either by attempting to use up all available time,
or by making multiple applications for reconsideration, or by
various other forms of subterfuge
and bluffing techniques.

So-called “guerrilla tactics” are
employed by counsel seeking – in an
ethically questionable manner – to
gain an advantage over their opponents, or to impede, delay or sabotage
proceedings entirely. Presumably as a
result both of the high financial stakes
of much international arbitration, and
the “Rubik’s cube” – or “teenager’s
bedroom” – of applicable ethical
obligations, counsel have reported
experiencing guerrilla tactics with
concerning frequency. One of the few
empirical studies of this phenomenon
is a recent survey, conducted by Edna
Sussman, in which 68% of respondents reported having experienced
such tactics.16
The tactics identified by respondents
to Ms. Sussman’s survey included the
following:
•
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Excessive use of discovery,
either by insisting on leaving no

As Ms. Sussman points out, concern with guerrilla tactics has been
a feature in an increasing number
of international arbitration conferences.17 In fact, at least one conference
has included a helpful guide to potential guerrilla tactics which counsel
might experience when conducting
an international arbitration.18
The starting point for those seeking
to reduce the prevalence of these
practices is to reach a consensus
of where the line should be drawn
between vigorous prosecution of a
client’s claim and unacceptable guerrilla tactics. Many practitioners could
consider a number of the tactics listed
7
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above outside the scope of acceptable conduct. Others, in contrast, are
likely to consider some, or indeed
all of them, to be legitimate tools in
a counsel’s arsenal, at least to some
degree to be wielded for his or her
client’s advantage.
Legitimate concerns exist that this
ambiguity, an inescapable product of
the current ethical framework, fails
to provide a level playing field, giving an unfair advantage to those with
less rigorous ethical standards. As
noted above, this is seen as a problem which will intensify as counsel
are selected from an increasingly
diverse set of jurisdictions. It is no
longer sufficient, it is argued, that
a tacit understanding of the notion
of “fairness” can constitute the prevailing framework prescribing the
conduct of parties’ counsel in some
of the world’s largest and most complex disputes.19
Three examples are typically cited to
demonstrate this point and the risk of
undermining the parties’ expectation
and right of equality of arms.
First, lawyers from distinct legal traditions will have differing notions
of the proper scope of document
production, now an increasingly
common feature of international
arbitration. Informed by their own
national standards, counsel from different jurisdictions will have vastly
divergent notions of the appropriate
scale for such production. US lawyers, for example, are more likely to
advocate for wide-ranging document
production. In contrast, a Continental
lawyer would be accustomed to
overseeing disclosure of only those
documents on which his or her client
intended to rely, and may therefore
be disinclined to agree to what
they might consider excessive or in
8
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some cases “outrageous” production requests.20 Indeed, in some cases
this contrast may go even further;
Bernardo Cremades has suggested
that a “Latin American jurist […]
feel[s] legitimately proud of retaining
those [documents] which in one way
or another may harm him.”21

do not take precedence over any conflicting national rules that may apply
by virtue of a particular counsel’s
applicable regulatory body – to the
extent they apply to that counsel’s
practice in international arbitration
either within or outside that counsel’s
territory of admission to practice.

Second, there is no universal approach
to the preparation of witnesses.
Although the thorough preparation of
witnesses may not necessarily constitute a guerrilla tactic, it can certainly
reflect the uneven playing field, and
is a cause of concern.

Consider, though, the position of the
English barrister, acting without the
assistance of solicitors in an LCIA
arbitration seated in New York. He
or she is prohibited from preparing
witnesses by the Code of Conduct,
but their US opponents are able,
both under their own professional
rules, and the applicable institutional
rules, to do exactly that. As noted
above, failure adequately to prepare
a witness to give evidence may even
be seen as a breach of an American
lawyer’s professional obligations.
Indeed, the predicament is perhaps
compounded by the fact that neither
the institutional rules nor national
arbitration laws clearly delineate
what kind of witness preparation is
permitted, and so the barrister cannot
even be certain to what extent he or
she is disadvantaged by the present
ethical framework.

For example, barristers from England
and Wales are expressly prohibited,
under both the Code of Conduct in
the Bar Standards Board’s Handbook
and the common law, from coaching
or preparing witnesses.22 Conversely,
U.S. lawyers will be well used to
extensive witness preparation before
trial, and, while witness coaching is
prohibited, failure adequately to prepare a witness can lead to sanctions.23
Various other jurisdictions seek to
find a middle ground between these
two approaches. In Switzerland,
for example, Article 7 of the Swiss
Professional Rules for Lawyers
prohibits any action by counsel
that would “influence” witnesses,
although a carve-out exists for international arbitration.24 Here, the Swiss
Rules of International Arbitration
apply, which expressly permit the
interviewing of witnesses under
Article 25.2, which of course may be
done without in any way influencing
the thrust of the witness’s evidence.
This middle ground is generally
accepted in current arbitral practice,25
and is reflected in many institutional
rules,26 as well as the IBA Rules on
Taking Evidence in International
Arbitration.27 Of course, such rules

Third, ex parte communications perhaps demonstrate most acutely the
problems associated with the lack of
a level playing field. At its simplest,
lawyers from many jurisdictions
would be unlikely to tolerate ex parte
communications with any members of
the arbitral tribunal, and would view
such communications as grounds to
seek to remove an arbitrator. Other
lawyers are quite comfortable with
such communications and would
expect to be able to liaise with
their client’s appointed arbitrator in
this way. This leaves scope for an
inequality of arms between the parties’ respective counsel.28
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As these examples show, the current
system fails to address numerous
concerns. Indeed, as the arbitration community becomes ever more
international in nature, these concerns will undoubtedly grow. At best,
the present situation leads to uncertainty, and at worst, it means parties
may be handicapped in their selection of counsel. To level the playing
field, many have noted, would benefit both counsel and the parties.29 To
an extent, a more level playing field
would also benefit tribunals, as they
would be better able to review and
possibly sanction counsel’s conduct.
In order to remain a viable method
of dispute resolution, international
arbitration must continue to command the confidence and respect of
all participants. By promoting procedural fairness, high ethical standards
can work to the benefit of all parties:
counsel, tribunals, arbitral institutions and, of course, disputants
themselves. This would maintain,
and even increase, the legitimacy of
arbitration – both real and perceived
– as a relevant and effective method
of dispute resolution.
One could ask whether the alternative
could prove a self-fulfilling prophecy: without a more formal ethical
framework, might further procedural
unfairness creep into the process?
Were this to become a more prevalent feature, might this, itself, serve
to lower the standard of counsel’s
conduct? If so, all members of the
arbitral community would need to be
cognisant of the potential damage to
the standing of arbitration around the
globe, which no one would benefit
from.30
Professor Catherine Rogers, one
of the most prominent proponents of a formal framework of

self-regulation, draws the conclusion
that: “International arbitration cannot
continue to operate with uncertain,
unwritten, and culturally variable
assumptions about what constitutes
proper conduct for attorneys.”31
Addressing the Problem
However, while many acknowledge
the problems of the current ethical
framework, there is no consensus
on how to address them, if at all.
Practitioners in international arbitration recognise all too clearly the
difficulties in defining the basis for
the applicable ethical rules.32 There is
no doubting the reality of these difficulties, but are they predominantly
a theoretical concern, or a more
concrete problem worthy of the creation of a regulatory layer of ethical
rules to iron out those differences?
And if the answer to that question
is that a remedy of some sort is to
be preferred, then is there a feasible
method of regulating the behaviour
of party representatives that would
be practical and effective, without
undermining the very advantages of
international arbitration?
In response to these questions, various solutions have been proposed.
Most prominent and concrete among
them are the IBA Guidelines and the
LCIA Rules.
As the Preamble to the IBA
Guidelines makes clear, the Task
Force which proposed the first draft
guidelines was specifically mandated “to focus on issues of counsel
conduct and party representation
in international arbitration that are
subject to, or informed by, diverse
and potentially conflicting rules and
norms.” 33 As such, the Guidelines
explicitly recognise their role in the
framework of ethical regulation, but
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do not profess to be a comprehensive
solution to the problems of differing
standards of ethical conduct. Rather,
they presumably constitute suggested
remedies for those problems most
frequently encountered by the Task
Force.
The IBA Guidelines deal with common areas of concern, including
communication with arbitrators
(Guidelines 7-8), the veracity of submissions to the tribunal, including
witness statements and expert reports
(Guidelines 9-11),34 and information
exchange and disclosure (Guidelines
12-17). The Guidelines also provide for remedies for misconduct
(Guidelines 26-27), which include
cost sanctions.35
While the IBA Guidelines represent
a pragmatic solution to the problem
of differing ethical standards, their
efficacy is, perhaps, limited. The
Preamble notes that “[t]he use of the
term guidelines rather than rules is
intended to highlight their contractual
nature. The parties may thus adopt
the Guidelines or a portion thereof
by agreement.” The application of
the IBA Guidelines is not mandatory.
So, in situations where counsel from
one jurisdiction consider their less
proscriptive ethical rules confer an
advantage in the conduct of the arbitration, they may advise their client
not to agree to their adoption. This
is, of course, only possible where
the IBA Guidelines are not expressly
incorporated in the relevant arbitration agreement.
The LCIA Rules, which came into
force on 1 October 2014, represent
the first serious attempt by a major
arbitral institution to regulate the
ethical conduct of counsel. The rules
contain an annex entitled General
Guidelines for the Parties’ Legal
9
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Representatives. These Guidelines
are “intended to promote the good
and equal conduct of the parties’
legal representatives.”36 The Annex is
made up of seven paragraphs which
state among other things that:
•

A legal representative should not
knowingly make any false statement to the Arbitral Tribunal or
the LCIA Court. (Paragraph 3)

•

A legal representative should not
knowingly procure or assist in
the preparation of or rely upon
any false evidence presented to
the Arbitral Tribunal or the LCIA
Court. (Paragraph 4)

•

“During the arbitration proceedings, a legal representative
should not deliberately initiate
or attempt to initiate with any
member of the Arbitral Tribunal
[…] any unilateral contact relating to the arbitration or the
parties’ dispute, which has not
been disclosed in writing prior to
or shortly after the time of such
contact to all other parties, all
members of the Arbitral Tribunal
(if comprised of more than one
arbitrator) and the Registrar [.]”

The sanctions for transgressions of
the Annex are contained in Article
18.6, and provide that the Tribunal
has discretion to order “any or all
of the following sanctions against
the legal representative (i) a written
reprimand; (ii) a written caution as to
future conduct in the arbitration; and
(iii) any other measure necessary to
fulfil within the arbitration the general duties required of the Arbitral
Tribunal [.]”
Like the IBA Guidelines, the LCIA
Rules do not profess to provide a
solution for all the existing ethical problems. However, they have
one major advantage over the IBA
10

Guidelines, namely that they will
apply to all arbitrations conducted
under the auspices of the LCIA which
are commenced on or after 1 October
2014. As one would expect from an
Annex of only seven paragraphs,
the “general guidelines” provide a
high-level overview of the required
standards, however they do address
some of the specific concerns set out
above in a more concrete fashion,
particularly in laying down exacting
procedures for communication with
tribunal members.
The Problems with Regulation
Both the IBA Guidelines and the
LCIA Rules represent attempts to
address the recognised problems
with the current ethical framework.
However, a broader question exists
of whether these problems really give
rise to a need for ethical regulation.
Do the tactics identified in Ms
Sussman’s survey truly merit a
new ethical regime? While 68% of
respondents to the survey reported
having experienced such tactics,
31% – including some well known
international arbitration practitioners
– reported that they had never encountered guerrilla tactics, and those who
identified incidences of such tactics
mostly acknowledged that these were
rare.37 As we have seen, some practitioners and commentators, and now
institutions, take the view that further
regulation is required.38 On the other
hand, one could argue that adding a
layer of ethical regulation, such as the
IBA Guidelines or the LCIA Rules,
does little to remedy the situation,
and may indeed lead to various unintended consequences.
Dr. Stephan Wilske supports a more
circumspect approach, and has suggested that the inclination to use
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questionable approaches in international arbitration is dangerous for
any professional representative, who
would thereby risk damaging his or
her reputation in the international
arbitration community, where “your
reputation of today is tomorrow’s
business.”39 Gary Born, as noted, has
raised concerns that the adoption of
regulations may involve a cure that is
worse than the disease that they are
intended to remedy.40 Professor Park
has questioned whether the adoption
of ethical rules for arbitration practitioners will make arbitration better or
worse, and suggested that only time
will tell as the issue is “awaiting further light.”41
One of the major attractions of international arbitration is its relative
informality when compared with
national court litigation, and the
opportunity to ensure that disputes
are resolved in a neutral environment,
where neither party has any home
court advantage. It is precisely this
advantage of international arbitration
which gives rise to the potential for
uneven application of ethical rules
while in court litigation the lawyers
with rights of audience will inevitably be bound by the same ethical
rules as each other.
Detailed rules such as those proposed
in the IBA Guidelines are admirable
in their range and ambition, and it
would be difficult to see how any
principled arbitration practitioner
could take issue with their content,
at least from the perspective of North
American and European practitioners. Given that these are intended
to be guidelines to be adopted by
agreement between the parties to the
arbitration, rather than a proposal for
mandatory ethical rules, they may
prove to be a useful addition to the
terms of reference or other procedural
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order adopted by a particular tribunal. In such cases, the tribunal might
consider how it intends to ensure
compliance by the parties with those
rules, and any sanctions it intends
to apply in cases of non-compliance
might be spelled out in some detail to
ensure the position is quite clear to all
concerned.
The IBA Guidelines have been criticised for their North American and
European focus.42 Of the twenty three
members of the Task Force charged
with drafting the IBA Guidelines,
only six were from countries outside
that narrow scope.43 One may question whether the Task Force will have
succeeded in creating guidelines that
will prove to be universally acceptable when the views of practitioners
from the Middle East, the Far East,
China, India, and great swathes of
South America and Africa were not
represented on the Task Force. The
result, it could be argued, is a failure
adequately to consider approaches
taken in these jurisdictions to ethical
regulation. It is also possible that ethical problems only – or more acutely
– felt in those jurisdictions were left
unconsidered. As noted by Professor
Lew, “we need to be conscious of our
own lack of diversity in discussing
these standards before we apply them
to everybody else.”44
By contrast to the IBA Guidelines,
the principles set out in the Annex to
the 2014 LCIA Rules are mandatory –
to the extent that they do not conflict
with other laws or regulations – and
the arbitration tribunal is explicitly
given the power to sanction
arbitration counsel who act contrary
to the principles set out in the
Annex.45 Only time will tell whether
LCIA tribunals are able to exercise
these powers in a manner that will
discourage the sort of misconduct

that the Annex is designed to address.
One very real danger of adopting strict ethical rules applicable to
the representatives of the parties in
arbitration, is that it may lead to all
manner of satellite litigation, which
may itself add to the armoury of
those inclined towards adopting
guerrilla tactics. One can very easily
imagine a situation where a tribunal
reprimands or otherwise sanctions
a party representative for conduct
which is regarded as contrary to the
ethical rules that were adopted, and
that party then uses this as a pretext
to challenge the tribunal or its subsequent award for apparent bias. In
other words, by attempting to address
the perceived problem of inequality
of arms, new obstacles will have been
put in the place of the certainty and
finality of arbitration awards.
And who is to decide? International
arbitration tribunals are selected for
the specific role of resolving the
parties’ substantive dispute. Their
task is not to embroil themselves
in questions of potential sanctions
relating to the ethical misconduct
of those who appear before them.
This added responsibility would
distract the tribunal from its primary
task. National court judges typically
consider the conduct of the parties’
representatives only in terms of
potential costs awards, and otherwise
would refer the lawyer concerned
to his or her regulating body in the
case of potentially unethical conduct.
And consider, for example, Article
58 of the ICSID Convention, which
provides that a challenge to an
arbitrator shall be determined by the
other members of the tribunal. This
provision has not been universally
welcomed. Practitioners have
remarked that arbitrators tend to be
reluctant even to sanction misconduct
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of party representatives by way of
costs. 46 Of course, arbitrators will
be aware that particularly tough
stances on ethical violations may
not be universally welcome, and
could reduce the prospect of further
appointments. It is therefore unlikely
that they will take on a more active
role in the regulation of the behaviour
of party representatives than
national court judges, even if it were
appropriate for them to do so.
The Swiss Arbitration Association
(“ASA”) has proposed that a truly
transnational body should be created
to police the ethical conduct of party
representatives. This body would be
made up of members of the major
arbitration associations and institutions, which would agree to submit
to its jurisdiction. This organ would
create a set of “core principles”
derived from existing codes of conduct, representing those points of
ethical conduct that are regarded as
representing “truly international public policy” in counsel ethics.47 The
proposal is not without its own difficulties. One questions whether it
will be possible to achieve unanimity
among the international arbitration
institutions concerning the creation
of such a transnational body, or the
core principles that are proposed.
Furthermore, it is difficult to conceive how such a body could go
about sanctioning a party representative who was found to have breached
the core principles concerned.
A Proposal
We have endeavoured to describe
the circumstances in which the different ethical standards of arbitration
counsel may give rise to difficulties
in international arbitration, and the
reasons for the present groundswell
of interest in adopting a regulatory
11
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approach to resolving these problems. The question remains whether
these circumstances merit additional
regulation.
On balance, we remain unconvinced
that there is any strong evidence that
a universal regulatory approach to
this issue is either useful or desirable.
To the contrary, in our view adding an
overriding layer of ethical regulation,
authority and sanctioning powers to
international arbitration would detract
from its consensual nature, which of
course is one of the key attractions
of this form of binding dispute resolution over national court litigation.
The risk of party representatives
applying different ethical standards
is no doubt a valid concern, but is it
really sufficiently serious to justify
such an interventionist approach?
The question certainly merits further research to define the scope of
the problem. A survey along the lines
of Ms Sussman’s excellent work
might expand the enquiry to include
such questions as the frequency with
which guerrilla tactics have been
encountered or scenarios where differences in ethical standards have
given rise to practical difficulties.
Assuming such tactics and standards
were applied by lawyers, the country
of legal qualification of the representatives concerned would be a useful
addition to the data. It might also be
very helpful to consider the manner in
which arbitration tribunals have been
able to deal with these tactics and the
circumstances in which those efforts
have not been considered by the
parties to be sufficient. This would
place these issues into context, and
permit further analysis of whether
universal regulation is necessary and
proportionate.
If such further analysis of the
12

problem convinces the international
arbitration community that ethical
regulation is necessary, then the question arises as to the level at which that
regulation should be imposed. The
current proposals encompass everything from mandatory rules imposed
by individual arbitration institutions
with responsibility for enforcement
in the hands of the arbitration tribunal
itself (the Annex to the LCIA Rules),
to guidelines to be considered and
adopted by agreement between the
parties, again with enforcement by
the tribunal (the IBA Guidelines), to
the creation of a new transnational
body charged with the enforcement
of ethical principles (the ASA proposal). A universal criticism of these
approaches is that none of them deals
head on with the problem of double
deontology. This would require coordination with the bars and regulatory
bodies to which party representatives
are bound, perhaps by encouraging
them to exempt the application of
their ethical rules to their members’
practice in international arbitration.
There is a further alternative that does
not appear to have been considered
in any detail in the literature on
this topic. If ethical regulation is to
be adopted, is there any principled
reason why it should not be adopted
at the level of the arbitration law of
the seat of arbitration chosen by the
parties? Of course, such an approach
to the issue would involve a number
of practical difficulties, just as is the
case with the other solutions that have
been proposed, not least of which
would be potentially the adoption
of an amendment to the Model
Law to include ethical strictures,
and the potential rejections of such
a provision by national or other
legislators. And the development
of ethical rules in legislation at
the seat of the arbitration would
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inevitably take time and considerable
effort, and result in potentially
different results in different seats.
But is this not precisely the way in
which other aspects of international
commercial arbitration have developed? Many nations have adopted
slightly varying versions of the
Model Law, or indeed adapted the
principles of the Model Law to fit
within their own legal environment,
while other nations have decided
upon their own approach to arbitration laws. The goal of developments
in international arbitration has never
been that any particular issue is dealt
with worldwide in precisely the
same way. The variety of approaches
around the world gives meaning and
value to the freedom of choice that
is a fundamental principle of international arbitration, and enhances this
form of dispute resolution.
Such an approach would minimize
the problems of double deontology, in that many regulatory bodies
already require lawyers to respect
the conduct rules at the seat of the
arbitration.48 If national arbitration
laws were adapted to include a clear
code of professional conduct, those
national regulators might be expected
to defer to those rules in appropriate
cases. This might be accomplished
by means of a Schedule to the arbitration law, which would be capable
of amendment without the need for
further legislation. If, as considered
above, the problem of conflicting ethical guidelines continues to concern
practitioners, one might expect them
to encourage their domestic regulators to adopt this kind of “carve-out”
for international arbitration.
There is already at least one example of the adoption of this sort of
approach, and that is in Section 40
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of the English Arbitration Act 1996.
This was a variation from the Model
Law adopted by the Departmental
Advisory Committee led by Lord
Mustill, and is a mandatory provision for all arbitrations with their
seat within England and Wales. 49
The DAC Report pointed out that
sanctions for non-compliance with
Section 40 are to be found in other
provisions of the Act, including the
tribunal’s powers to deal with recalcitrant parties under Section 41, and
to impose sanctions for failure to
take steps ordered by the tribunal in a
timely manner, such as under Section
73.50 This is underpinned by the general principles set out in Section 1
of the Act, which are to be used in
construing the provisions of the Act,
and which include an explicit statement that “the object of arbitration
is to obtain the fair resolution of disputes by an impartial tribunal without
unnecessary delay or expense.”51
Very few reported judgments deal in
detail with the parties’ duties under
Section 40.52 It may be that international arbitration tribunals are using
this provision to deal quietly with perceived unethical conduct in particular
proceedings. It may also be that this
provision needs to be strengthened to
deal with concerns about unethical
conduct.
International arbitration is always
subject to the arbitration laws of the
situs. So if the consensus within the
international arbitration community
is that some form of ethical regulation is necessary, is the legislative
approach not one that the international arbitration community should
seriously consider?
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